
225 Apothecary ancient remedies consult doctor / 
therapist 

seek vitamins/
minerals 

substance abuse treatment / cure wean off when pos-
sible 

explore natural 
alternative(s) 

226 Sceptic disbeliever / nonbe-
liever 

doubter cynic blocked intuition detractor needs to be con-
vinced 

unable to think for 
oneself 

227 Pet companionship close bond try not to spoil mollycoddle / pam-
per 

polar opposites your responsibility unconditional shar-
ing 

228 Wolf pack mentality gang / gang-like 
culture 

allegiance cleverness acceptance sense any weak-
ness 

pathfinder 

229 Tightrope retry if necessary walking on egg-
shells 

risky require steadiness concentrate incentive tread both slowly 
and carefully 

230 Experiment dip your toe in the 
water 

trial / try out put to the test assess benefits acid test growth opportunity if you never try, you 
will never know 

231 Brambles barrier to progress painful choices 
ahead  

rapid action unlikely circumnavigate beware and be 
careful 

slower progress remove problem 
before moving on 

232 Hummingbird quiet persistence peace & tranquillity agility loyalty / affection infinity  sincerity / natural-
ness 

knowing when to 
reverse a decision 

233 Beaver sentiment dreams subconscious relatives/family psyche reunion set the right priori-
ties 

234 Arrow direct and to the 
point 

point out something cursor/pointer second chance not tactful shot in the dark make sure of your 
facts first 
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235 Doorway unfamiliar yet famil-
iar 

opening opportunity the next step explore further new development exciting venture do you have the 
right skills to enter 

236 Crossroad a choice to be 
made 

decision checkpoint map out your direc-
tion 

potential new chap-
ter 

crisis turning point 

237 Duality dark & light bad & good negative & positive observer & ob-
served 

divergent contrary understand (the/
your) extremes 

238 Domino knock on effect consequence one after another chain reaction unexpected effect set in motion needs very gentle 
handling 

239 Scout look around eagle 
eyed 

be prepared check options think before action reconnoitre survey follow the chain of 
evidence 

240 Festival celebration / party get a ticket/invite concert carnival / gala small get together forget your troubles an event to remem-
ber 

241 Eros erotic love love & desire sexual drive sexual yearning wounded heart playful impulses libido / hormonal 
level 

242 Penguin frozen in your 
tracks 

take on other roles need to achieve 
balance 

unwanted emotions frustration with oth-
ers 

consider your op-
tions 

keep cool in difficult 
situations 

243 Jelly lack of detail/
resolution 

unsteady concept wobbly foundations wobbly legs unsound judgement volatile / changea-
ble 

avoid short term 
thinking 

244 Scarecrow stiff and formal/
wooden 

an ongoing crisis standoffish withdrawn emotion-
ally 

limited social skills all fingers & thumbs lack of emotion, 
lack of feeling 

245 Conundrum riddle flabbergasted challenging unsure/uncertain cast doubt on what/why/how? clueless 

246 Overdue in arrears needs to be settled belated owing/owed still outstanding need to chase soon some matters need 
to be resolved 

Coming Soon Goblet emotion plenty / ample impermanence sympathy / kind-
ness 

devoted / union elusiveness all is not lost 

Coming Soon Predicament quandary pickle quite a dilemma tight spot cornered up a dead alley a bit of a mess - 
rethink required 

Coming Soon Salmon back to your roots gentle determina-
tion 

think back & re-
member 

happiness & free-
dom 

overcome adversity homing instinct need to deal with 
turbulent issue 

Coming Soon Time correct timing is 
critical 

avoid wasting your 
time 

time is speeding up now is the time wait until the time is 
right 

get ready for lift off remember that 
point in time 
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